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Introduction
Since the start of this exposé of what the medical profession and the New World Order
people or the Globalists, have been ruining our lives and freedoms with man-made diseases and
so-called vaccinations that do not work, things have been getting even worse. There are good signs
though of people resisting their plans to reduce the population of the world. Unfortunately, this
resistance that is going on, hardly even gets shown on the regular news media. That is why this
exposé must be made for most government officials are ignorant of what is really going on. How
about yourself? Do you really know that government statistics of adverse reactions have indicated
“Over a Million Adverse Reactions, 21,000+ Deaths” (https://futurenews.news//posts/cdc-dataon-covid-vaccines-over-a-million-adverse-reactions-21000-deaths/ yet the program of injecting
people and children has not stopped at all. What is going on? Even the Vaccine Adverse Event
Reporting System is covering things up (https://vaers.hhs.gov/resources/materials.html ) and cannot be trusted as pointed out by a young lady speaking out on an alternative news media program
https://banned.video/watch?id=61e708ce8073487f001d5e60. No other vaccines ever used on our
population with so many adverse reactions and deaths has ever been permitted to carry on so long.
Why? Has the world gone mad? Obviously bad wicked people, like Klaus Schwab, Bill Gates,
George Soros, and others appear to be running things, not for the good of our people in Canada or
the world but for their depopulation plan. Please see the many reports in this paper and do your
best to really find out what is going on and do your best in your provinces and cities to stop this
madness.
In the Table of Contents, I just tried to point out the most important news about what is going on.
Please check things out before there is a terrible uprising of the population against all of you that
are breaking the Nuremberg code of ethics. Remember or maybe you do not know that more people
are getting sick with Covid-19 and its variants who have been jabbed or shot with poisonous substances and ending up in hospitals or the morgue, than those who refused to get the jabs. Read
some of the reports in this paper and you will find out it is true. I am no liar but either our regular
news media or most medical doctors are ignorant of the facts or they are purposely working against
us as part of the N. W. O.
Are you one of them? God will judge you badly if you are. I am writing this to try to prevent
needless injuries, hardships, and deaths. Please help the innocent victims of medical and N. W. O.
tyranny. God bless you if you do help us citizens out. Please note that God has his own depopulation plan. Please check it out on page 02.
Yours truly,
Clifford Besson
Director of Truth and Light Ministries Inc.
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Exposé of Medical Tyranny and of the N. W. O.
A January 2022 Update on Covid-19 and Its Treatments
by Clifford Besson of Freedom Canada and Truth and Light TV Programs,
missionary, former member of the RCAF Reserves, and a former Salvation Army Officer
Medical and Government Tyranny
Have you not noticed how coordinated the world response is to this Covid-19 scare and the socalled pandemic? It is as if Communism has taken over. Has it? Or is it world Fascism?1 It appears
from much evidence listed below, there is a war against our world by devilish influenced people,
lying to us and trying to kill us all. They are scamming us out of our freedoms to worship, have
regular paying jobs or professions, and own property through high compound interest rates and
taxes. We must unite against these enemies of freedom who are destroying our health and societies.
Why are they doing these terrible things? There are evil entities controlling them. They hate
mankind as we are made in the image of God. They are twisting and manipulating the minds of
many of our leaders and people to destroy Christianity and any oppositions to them.
It is time for all good people to get their facts straight and oppose the evil New World Order (N.
W. O.) and those associated with it, the World Health Organization (WHO), the American Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), and their terrible bad protocols for treating patients
with Coronaviruses and their inoculations for prevention that do not work.
Why the Big Rush to Get Us All Vaccinated?
Could it be they do not want Mr. Donald John Trump to be president again because of his zeal to
make America great again? Could it be that there is a danger to them that their international plans
to dominate and control the world may not work in time?
They claim that there is an over-population problem but that is a big lie. The globalists say and
claim that they must reduce the population of the Earth to a much smaller size and they must do it
quickly. They want a size which they can more easily handle. If it is Satan guiding them, they want
us all dead. What could be the danger of them not being able to do it quickly? Could it be a worldwide catastrophe, such as from a crash of a huge comet that NASA, the Vatican astronomers, and
other groups have been watching and assessing its arrival.
Man’s Major Depopulation Plan
The New World Order (NOW) leaders are madmen, serving Lucifer, their leader and they have a
1

often capitalized : a political philosophy, movement, or regime (such as that of the Fascisti) that exalts nation [or
world in this case] and often race above the individual and that stands for a centralized autocratic government
headed by a dictatorial leader, severe economic and social regimentation, and forcible suppression of opposition
2 a tendency toward or actual exercise of strong autocratic or dictatorial control early instances of army fascism and
brutality— J. W. Aldridge (https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/fascism).
1

depopulation plan: Top Scientists Around The World Have Reached A Consensus – The
Covid
Vax
Is
A
Depopulation
Weapon
FULL
SHOW
12/30/21
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61ce55fa02f1da463c64faa0
Worldwide Corporate Takeover: A Look at the Globalist Future of Depopulation
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61b7df2c50c2701b6e1e6b3d
Top Pfizer Scientist Warns The Vaccine Is A Depopulation Weapon
https://www.newswars.com/top-pfizer-scientist-warns-the-vaccine-is-a-depopulationweapon/
God’s Major Depopulation Plan
It appears that the globalist plan is to destroy the good followers of Jesus of Nazareth, the Messiah
and all those made in the image of God. There is a surprise though from God, He has his own
depopulation plan and it is found in the Book of Isaiah.
Isaiah 24:1, Behold, [JĒh-wah] makes the earth empty, makes it waste, turns it upside
down, and scatters its inhabitants. 2 It will be as with the people, so with the priest; as with
the servant, so with his master; as with the maid, so with her mistress; as with the buyer,
so with the seller; as with the creditor, so with the debtor; as with the taker of interest,
so with the giver of interest. 3 The earth will be utterly emptied and utterly laid waste; for
[JĒh-wah] has spoken this word. 4 The earth mourns and fades away. The world languishes
and fades away. The lofty people of the earth languish. 5 The earth also is polluted under
its inhabitants, because they have transgressed the laws, violated the statutes, and broken
the everlasting covenant. 6 Therefore the curse has devoured the earth, and those who dwell
therein are found guilty. Therefore the inhabitants of the Earth are burned, and few men
left. 19 The earth is utterly broken. The earth is torn apart. The earth is shaken violently.
20 The earth will stagger like a drunken man, and will sway back and forth like a hammock.
Its disobedience will be heavy on it, and it will fall and not rise again. 21 It shall happen in
that day that [JĒh-wah] will punish the army of the high ones on high, and the kings of the
earth on the earth. (World English Bible (WEB))
When Will this Happen?
God revealed years ago, through a blind gifted lady, from Bulgaria, called Baba Vanga, that the
Earth’s orbit would change in 2023. Her real name was Vangelia Gushterova and she died in 1996.
She also made many other predictions.2 God confirms this event through the similarity of verse
two of Isaiah 24 and verse two of Psalm 123 that 2023 would be the year when Isaiah 24 would
come about.3
Psalm 123:2 Behold, as the eyes of servants look unto the hand of their masters, and as
the eyes of a maiden unto the hand of her mistress; so our eyes wait upon [JEH-wah] our
[Superior], until that he have mercy upon us. (Authorize Version).
2
3

https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/weird-news/baba-vangas-2022-predictions-blind-25744702
J. R. Church, Hidden Prophecies in the Psalms (Oklahoma City, OK: Prophecy Publications, 1990).

2

A Huge Comet is Coming
Also, this number 23 of 2023, has the meaning of death in the Bible4 and wages sin is death, end,
den, & cane5. God did not tell us exactly what day or the hour, but my guess is very likely in the
summer of that year. God has also revealed though that it will be through the return of the Great
Comet of 1811 (C/1811 F1), otherwise called Planet X, which was seen for 260 days from 1811
to 1812. NASA and the astronomers of the Vatican may have a better idea than myself as to the
more approximate timing of that comet’s very close encounter with our planet. Why not ask them?
Note too that the perihelion of C/1811 F1 is almost the same as our planet Earth. Its perihelion is
at 1.0 AU but that of the above comet is 1.035AU6. AU is for the average distance of that the Earth
is from our Sun. In other words, if the Earth and the above comet are near the Sun at the same
time, then the gravity of the Earth will pull it into orbit around itself. On July 6, 2023 the Earth
will be at its Aphelion (greatest distance from the Sun) of 94.5 mil mi7 which would likely be the
closest orbit to the perihelion of C/1811 F1. Then it is only a matter of six days (according to a
vision given to Mother Shipton) when its orbit will get lower and lower until it gets so hot from
air friction that any water in it will turn to steam and blow it up. Then its pieces will scatter about,
smashing into the Earth in thousands of places. One piece according to David Terrell of Dallas
Texas was one hundred by fifty miles wide and apparently the front part, lands somewhere in
Canada, helping to turn the world upside down. All the combined thousands of pieces could bring
about a huge rise in the level of the ocean to about 1,000 to 1,100 feet (304.8meters to 335.28
meters) higher than it is now.8 Millions of people will drown while others will be hit by falling
buildings, rocks and hailstones and die. See prophecies of Mother Shipton9 and of David Terrell
of Dallas Texas.10
O inhabitants of this planet Earth, did not God say in the Holy Bible:
Matthew 24:37, As the days of Noah were, so will be the coming of the Son of Man. 38
For as in those days which were before the flood they were eating and drinking, marrying
and giving in marriage, until the day that Noah entered into the ark, 39 and they didn't
know until the flood came, and took them all away, so will be the coming of the Son of
Man. Luke_17:26, As it happened in the days of Noah, even so will it be also in the days
of the Son of Man. 27 They ate, they drank, they married, they were given in marriage,
until the day that Noah entered into the ark, and the flood came, and destroyed them
all.1Peter 3:20, Which sometime were disobedient, when once the longsuffering of God
waited in the days of Noah, while the ark was a preparing, wherein few, that is, eight souls
4

Don Kistler, Arithmetic of God (Kings Mountain, N. Carolina: Don Kistler, 1980) p. 44.
English Bible Numerics, using the placement of the letters of the alphabet for their values: end = 5,14,4=23;
den=4,5,14=23; cane=3,1,14,5=23; oh=15,8=23; I am=9,1,13=23; and Jeh=10,5,8=23. And twenty three (the
number 23 written out) adds up to 163 which is for wages sin is death=163 and Khartum Temple.
6
https://www.rocketstem.org/2020/10/10/ice-and-stone-comet-of-week-42/
7
https://www.timeanddate.com/astronomy/perihelion-aphelion-solstice.html
8
See doomsday maps of Gordon Michael Scallion at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YoHFe6Q0csM and at
https://www.pinterest.ca/pin/646759196458335147/
9
https://www.crystalinks.com/mother_shipton.html
10
https://www.deseret.com/1999/8/7/19459384/preacher-delivers-message-of-doom-and-armageddon-br-terrellsays-he-talks-with-god-and-end-is-near
5
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were saved by water. . (World English Bible (WEB))
It should be interesting to know what happened before Noah’s deluge. Johannes Hevelius, a Polish
astronomer wrote in 1665 the following account of what happened during the days of Noah:
In the year of the world 1656, three days before the death of Methuselah, a comet was seen
throughout the world in the zodiacal division of Pisces; in the space of one month it
traversed the 12 zodiac signs and then on April 16 disappeared again. The deluge followed
immediately after . . . .11
So, we can expect a comet to be seen in the sky as in the days of Noah too. When it disappeared
from their site, it was probably when it blew up and crashed in several pieces in another area of
the world. Its crash would have been the cause of volcanoes, terrible earthquakes, the shaking of
the Earth, and the cause of rain for forty days. According to astronomer, George F. Dodwell, that
comet also shifted the Earth some three degrees off its axis, as seen by comparing the markings of
the shadows of gnomons before Noah’s deluge and some years after.12 According to the Russian
researcher Andrew Bourmistroff the Great Pyramid at Giza is off 9.85 degrees west of true north.13
Recommendations
We should therefore all get right with God, for who is promised tomorrow? Especially on us who
have been hearing of hundreds or thousands of people getting sick and dying with Covid-19 or
from adverse effects of the inoculations for coronaviruses.
Need to Move to Higher Ground for those in Lowlands
I would also like to recommend that from the time that we can see with unaided eyes, the comet,
C/1811 F1, otherwise called Planet X by others, move to higher ground. As this same comet in
1811 was seen off and on for 260 days, then we might start seeing it half that period, that is about
130 days, or four months, before it gets very close to our planet Earth. At that time start preparing
to move to higher ground, like at least 1,150 feet or 350.52 meters above present sea level. I pray
that you will also start reading the Holy Bible and that God will help you through genuine
repentance to get born again or born from above by His Holy Spirit, through the salvation provided
for us through the crucifixion of Jesus the Messiah. Amen! We all die sometime but it is best to be
at peace with God and man before our last day.
Visions or Dreams
Years ago, Mrs. Anne Dutton, one of my friends in Winnipeg, had a dream or vision of hot boulders
falling to the Earth. She was afraid she was going to be struck by one, but the Holy Spirit told her,
“Just trust in God.” On inquiring about Anne Dutton on 17 January 2022, with Ken McGhie of
11

Barrett, A. A., Observations of Comets in Greek and Roman Sources Before A.D. 410, Journal of the Royal
Astronomical Society of Canada, Vol. 72, p.83-84 (Bibliographic Code: 1978JRASC..72...81B),
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/full/1978JRASC..72...81B.
12
https://atlantipedia.ie/samples/tag/barry-setterfield/
13
As above.
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Winnipeg referred me to the following:
Friends! Let me share . . . things God showed me. But before I will share them with you, here is
the scripture: “Haggai 2:6. For thus saith the LORD of hosts; Yet once, it is a little while, and I will
shake -- the heavens, and -- the earth, and -- the sea, and -- the dry land;” About two weeks ago,
while praying, I saw a vision of a comet coming down the earth. It was rolling down. The vision
was about a second or two. I did not share this immediately with my wife but about a week later,
she shared with me that while driving, she saw a glimpse of a vision, of a huge comet that went
over her while she was driving. Then I shared my vision with here as well. . . . I believe we are
going to witness a lot of disasters and shakings on earth. Be in prayer and do not be [afraid]! The
Lord will protect His people as He begins to judge the world! God bless you! Pastor Gennady!
(https://www.facebook.com/HouseOfDavidMinisitries )

Some Scriptures of What will Likely Happen
Isa 65:17 For, behold, I create new heavens and a new earth: and the former shall not be
remembered, nor come into mind. {come...: Heb. come upon the heart} 2Pe 3:7 But the heavens
and the earth, which are now, by the same word are kept in store, reserved unto fire against the
day of judgment and perdition of ungodly men. Re 6:12 And I beheld when he had opened the sixth
seal, and, lo, there was a great earthquake; and the sun became black as sackcloth of hair, and the
moon became as blood; 13 And the stars of heaven fell unto the earth, . . . . 14 And the heaven
departed as a scroll when it is rolled together; and every mountain and island were moved out
of their places. Lu 21:25 And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the stars; and
upon the earth distress of nations, with perplexity; the sea and the waves roaring; 26 Men's hearts
failing them for fear, and for looking after those things which are coming on the earth: for the
powers of heaven shall be shaken. Isa 13:13 Therefore I will shake the heavens, and the earth
shall remove out of her place, in the wrath of the LORD of hosts, and in the day of his fierce
anger. Eze 38:22 . . . an overflowing rain, and great hailstones, fire, and brimstone. Mt 24:29
Immediately after the tribulation of those days shall the sun be darkened, and the moon shall not
give her light, and the stars shall fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens shall be shaken
Mr 13:25 And the stars of heaven shall fall, and the powers that are in heaven shall be shaken.
{stars . . . English translation of Aramaic and Greek for meteorites and asteroids or illuminated
objects in the sky}.

Manipulation
Consider how some of the rich manipulate things, get their evil deeds and plans covered up and
try to destroy all evidence against their operations to expose them and to eliminate the good.
Justin Trudeau Signed Multi-Million Dollar NDA To Cover Up Sexual Relations With Minor
119,475 views Jan 6, 2022 https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61d79934e9268a5d7beca417
How in the world did so many Canadians vote in such a person as above, along with his Liberal
Party? Could this be the reason?
Journalists
question
Liberal
government's
$600M
media
bailout
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/journalists-question-media-bailout-1.5147761
Secret

Liberal

Government

Payments

To

Media

Subvert

plan

Democracy
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https://lakesuperiornews.com/News/secret-liberal-government-payments-to-media-subvertdemocracy
Which Media Benefitted from The Trudeau Government’s Covid-19 Funds?
https://www.canadaland.com/canadian-media-liberals-trudeau-government-funding-covidcbc-erin-otoole/
Trudeau’s naïve approach to Communist China dangerous for Canada
https://www.conservative.ca/trudeaus-naive-approach-to-communist-china-dangerous-forcanada/
GOLDSTEIN: Trudeau said he admired China's dictatorship -- believe him!
https://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/goldstein-trudeau-said-he-admired-chinasdictatorship-believe-him
If you will check out some of the citations listed below, you will see that there has been a
concerted effort to scare the population of the world into taking experimental drugs in the
form of inoculations. Who would want to do a thing like this? Could it be the Communists?
It is like a huge or worldwide research project with humans as guinea pigs. They lied, claiming
they were vaccinations when they are not. Those who get those jabs and shots can still get Covid19 or one of its variants. Ongoing to some of the websites below, we can see that the dangers of
dying from Covid-19 are very slim, like less than 0.1 or 0.01 percent, when the protocols of some
of the best medical doctors are used. The danger of dying after getting vaccinations though are
about 6.3% according to the facts pointed out on December 31, 2021 Broadcast Of 2021 –
Dr. Peter McCullough14 Live In Studio & More - “This is a Test of Scientific Integrity” Must
See
Comprehensive
Data
Transparency:
https://futurenews.tvwatch?id=61cf8f20cddb3b489fafd4c2
Dr. Mark McDonald, a psychiatrist in the Los Angeles, California area, said that it appears that 80
– 90% of the people in Los Angeles have lost their minds. It appears they have “mass formation
psychosis” like the Stockholm Syndrome. https://www.markmcdonaldmd.com/.
Mass Formation Psychosis: Jogger Attacked in Park Over Social Distancing ‘Violation’
https://futurenews.news//posts/mass-formation-psychosis-jogger-attacked-in-park-oversocial-distancing-violation/
Gaddafi
Warned
The
World
Of
COVID
During
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61d63d8d01d2e756e67126e0

2009

UN

Speech

Note too how evidence concerning numerous deaths connected with the vaccination
14

Consultant Cardiologist and Chief of the Division of Nutrition and Preventive Medicine William Beaumont
Hospital in Royal Oak, Michigan Biography, Personal History: Dr. Peter A. McCullough was born in Buffalo, New
York, on the 29th of December 1962. During high school, he and his family moved to Wichita Falls in Texas and
later settled in Grapevine. He has lived and worked in various parts of the United States, including Washington and
Michigan, and he now resides in Dallas, Texas.
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programs are being hidden from the public through control of the regular news media, even with
the CBC who have been neglecting to tell the true benefits of treatments with Ivermectin,
hydroxychloroquine, vitamin D3, zinc, and other good safe remedies listed below.
108
Soccer
Players
Dead
After
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61d63e6901d2e756e6714c47

Covid-19

Vaccine

Compilation Video Of Athletes Collapsing After Covid Vaccine Jan 3, 2022
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61d3a3d9c948194f4c14801e
3+ Billion To Die In Next 10 Years; Vaxx Stats
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61d6180bf6250e5519bd2b43

Show

Jan

5,

2022

Video: Graphene Builds Structures When Exposed To Cell Tower Signals Jan 4, 2022
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61d4a979f5297750f2767c7d
Army Doctor Blows the Whistle On Government Covid Crimes Jan 5, 2022
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61d6250ee0d611569f638d7f
Major Life Insurance CEO Admits 40% Increase in Death in American Workforce Jan 4,
2022 https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61d4d0f1c0c67b52df2c3912
WATCH: Bombshell Video That Got Dr. Malone Kicked Off Twitter Dec 29, 2021
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61cce3de6172d741fdd1a64e
So-called Vaccinations
The so-called vaccinations being used are really gene or DNA therapy, for they make some major
changes to the cells, genes, and DNA according to the experts. The diseases and reactions that
people have been getting from the corona virus, Covid-19 and from the jabs, produce variants and
through shedding, spread corona viruses and other harmful illnesses to others. There has also been
a great cover up of thousands of people getting mild to very severe adverse effects, such as dying
in hours to days after getting the shots.
In other words, people who get the jabs or shots are worse off than if they stayed unvaccinated and
depended on their natural immunity that God has provided for them. Each jab or shot decreases
the ability of one’s immune system to protect the recipients. It has also been found that the
protocols of the Central Disease Control (CDC) and the World Health Organization (WHO),
(probably staffed with medical doctors), are designed to fool the politicians and the health
profession to increase the time spent in hospitals. They are also designed to increase the death rate
to scare the public to take one jab or another, and booster shots. This is all to bring more money
into the medical and pharmaceutical industries and ruin the wealth and health of the good people
in our society.
Study: Most of Vaccinated Die Because of Vax-induced Autoimmune Attacks on Their Own
Organs https://thenewamerican.com/study-most-of-vaccinated-die-because-of-vax-induced-
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autoimmune-attacks-on-their-own-organs/
Top Pathologist Confirms COVID Vaccine Attacks The Heart Dec 29, 2021
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61cccea143d4ad4168601ad0
IRREFUTABLE EVIDENCE: The COVID-19 Vaccines
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61ce30c51411b24430a1daee

Are

Killing

People!

A Special Series on Vaccine Secrets: Covid Crises, hosted by Jonathon Otto that is banned
from being found on Search Engines: https://vsecretscc.com/episodes-7-live/?mpweb=1603519-165221 and https://vsecretscc.com/ . These series include doctors and experts like Dr. Jane
Orient, Dr. Brian Hooker and a whistleblower, Dr. Thomson, Dr. Cammy Benton, Mark Sherwood,
ND, Dr. Andy Kaufman, Dr. Paul Thomas, Henry Ealy, CHN, Dr. Jim Meehan, Dr. Tes Riley, Dr.
Christiane Northrup, Dr. Jo
Why is the News Media So Negligent about Reporting the Adverse Effects?
Efforts have been made during the past twenty months or so to alert doctors, politicians and news
media as to what is going on, but it seems they are being paid to keep silent about what is the real
situation. This could be through government subsidies or through rich people like Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau, George Soros, and Bill Gates. It appears that any dissenting doctors, politicians,
and news media have been deceived to think that no one would believe them, their party leaders
would demote them, or they would lose their licenses to practice, or their employment positions.
This is especially so, when the news media only presents the erroneous views of the benefits of
masks, the injections from the pharmaceutical industries, and the advice of the medical profession
and their puppets, the government, and the politicians that they are the only way to go and that
they know best. You will see below though that they cannot be trusted.
There is this website of https://vaers.hhs.gov/resources/materials.html which is for Vaccine
Adverse Event Reporting System. Anyone can go to this site to check out on any adverse effects
that have been reported in the U. S. A. concerning their injections or jabs to supposedly prevent
people from getting Covid-19 or its variants.
CDC Data on Covid Vaccines: Over a Million Adverse Reactions, 21,000+ Deaths
https://futurenews.news//posts/cdc-data-on-covid-vaccines-over-a-million-adversereactions-21000-deaths/
Mass Murder Confirmed: EU Official Admits COVID Vax Destroys Immune System
https://blackpilled.news/watch?id=61df3880d3f6f56c7b14a02c
The Overall Effects on Society
At this point consider also the mandates of shutdowns of churches, restaurants, and many small
businesses. There is also the denial of services to the unvaccinated and the right to visit friends
and relatives in nursing homes and hospitals. The same things go concerning attending funeral
services and weddings as before, because of government mandates of certain limitations of
numbers of people. This is crucial and uncaring, especially since the regular flu has often been
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worse than this Covid-19.
Up to 650,000 people die of respiratory diseases linked to seasonal flu each year
https://www.who.int/news/item/13-12-2017-up-to-650-000-people-die-of-respiratorydiseases-linked-to-seasonal-flu-each-year
In fact, it appears that the regular flu took a holiday for a year or was it that the hospitals and the
government have been counting their sicknesses and deaths as Covid-19, to instill more fear into
the minds of people to take their poisoned jabs? There were also demands that people shut
themselves up for two weeks in a hotel or motel, on coming back from a trip to another province
or country. How can pensioners or the average working person afford things like that? Going
without working at a job for two weeks, when many were barely getting by, before having to leave
for a trip to another province or country, how can they afford that? No wonder the suicide rates
have also gone up, even amongst children.
Brazilian Journalist Collapses And Has Five Heart Attacks Days After 3rd COVID Shot
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61d4a646f5297750f2757f05
Right Now - Gareth Icke Talks To Cardiologist Dr Peter McCullough About The Dangers
Of The 'Covid' Jabs https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61d883bf7c3ca95fc55194bc
Nightmare Bombshell! Deaths Up 40% Among Those 18-64, Confirming Covid Vax Kills FULL SHOW 1/4/22 https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61d4e4044efc95531abdbc5a
False Positives and False Negatives
Then there is a testing for proof of no sign of Covid-19 or proof of the disease but there have been
numerous
cases
where
there
were
false
positives.
See
https://journals.lww.com/joem/Fulltext/2021/03000/False_Positive_Results_With_SARS_CoV_
2_RT_PCR.23.aspx. Lives are being ruined by testing people when they are obviously healthy and
well and able to work. It should be only the ones who are sick that should be at home or in the
hospitals. Not those who have been tested as sick when there is no apparent sign other than the
PCR or another test saying that they must have Covid-19. Other problems have been the reporting
of people dying from Covid-19 when there were other underlying health problems that really
caused their deaths. So many just happened to die with the disease but not of it.
Some Truth is Getting Out
Thank God some truth is getting out about what is really going on, such as shown by the number
of citations at the end of this exposé. Here are some sources besides those at the end that do their
best to reveal how the Globalists and the big money powers are controlling and manipulating the
regular news media, as well as Facebook and other Internet news services, which are the Canadian
monthly newspaper called Druthers (https://druthers.net/), vaccinechoicecanada.com,
freedomrising.info,
worlddoctorsalliance.com,
thehighwire.com,
corbettreport.com,
pressfortruth.ca, weareallessential.ca, stand4thee.com, awarriorcalls,com, takeactioncanada.ca,
brightlightnews.com,
gbdeclaration.org,
jccf.ca,
swprs.org,
action4canada.com,
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americasfrontlinedoctors.com,
constitutionalconventions.ca,
stopworldcontrol.com,
evidencenotfear.com,
activistpost.com,
freedomforumcanada.com,
thefreedompages.ca,
standupcanada.solutions, lauralynn.tv, libertycoalitioncanada.com, and awakecanada.org (all from
the Druthers newspaper) plus https://futurenews.tv.
Man Says Alex Jones Was Right At School Board Meeting And Cheers Erupt
https://blackpilled.news/watch?id=61c23fb99d8fd62e845c626d
It’s Now Admitted: Covid Vaccines And Boosters Are Detrimental To Your Health
https://www.newswars.com/tune-in-now-biggest-hoax-in-human-history-exposed-covid-19developed-in-lab-according-to-leaked-docs/
Rogan: ‘I Know Over 15 People That Have Had Serious Side Effects from the Vaccine’
https://www.newswars.com/rogan-i-know-over-15-people-that-have-had-serious-sideeffects-from-the-vaccine/
The
Mandates
Were
NEVER
About
https://blackpilled.news/watch?id=61e0a48a45ca7670caab4389

Your

Health

Cannabis compounds stopped COVID virus from infecting human cells in lab study
https://blackpilled.news/watch?id=61e05166ecd41c6fbfa49853
The House of Cards Is Collapsing: EU Government Officially Admits Covid Vax Destroys
Immune System – https://blackpilled.news/watch?id=61df7196ae95bf6e8f3c0418
We Are Watching The Mass Murder Of Millions Warns Dr. Malone In Exclusive Interview
https://blackpilled.news/watch?id=61de1fa6d944506aa7f5bf56
Bombshell: Pentagon Docs Confirm Fauci Secretly Developed Covid-19, Sought Permission
to Release It – This Is Mass Murder! - FULL SHOW 1/11/22
https://blackpilled.news/watch?id=61de297813ac6a6afb46001e
A Major Manipulator of the Medical Doctors
Anthony Fauci15 (M. D.) of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) in
the U. S. A., realized that while there are known good treatments for a disease, 16 he would not be
15

Bible Numerics of his given names: Anthony (97) Stephen (87) = 184 which = 8x23 where 23=death (Don
Kistler’s Arithmetic of God) and end, den, & cane. [A=1, n=14, t=20, h=8, o=15, n=14, y=25 with a sum of 97,
using the placements in our alphabet as their values, so with his second name of Stephen] He also acts like a Jesuit
agent for the Devil.
16
VAERS, Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (https://vaers.hhs.gov/about.html ). For emergency use
authorization for vaccines there is this: What is an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA)? An Emergency Use
Authorization (EUA) is a mechanism to facilitate the availability and use of medical countermeasures, including
vaccines, during public health emergencies, such as the current COVID-19 pandemic. Under an EUA, FDA may
allow the use of unapproved medical products, or unapproved uses of approved medical products in an emergency to
diagnose, treat, or prevent serious or life-threatening diseases or conditions when certain statutory criteria

have been met, including that there are no adequate, approved, and available alternatives.
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allowed to recommend unproven inoculations or vaccinations that have not gone through the
regular ridged testing for five to seven years or more on animals, or their tissues, to prove the
safety and efficacy of drugs or vaccinations. He therefore recommended banning
hydroxychloroquine ([HCQ] a drug used for 85 years), chloroquine (CQ) and Ivermectin for
treatments that could easily stop the sickness caused by this new corona virus, SARS-CoV-2 which
brings about the Covid-19 sickness. Once those treatments were banned and said to not be good
for Covid-19, he called for experimental usage of new drugs and inoculations called vaccinations
to treat those sick with the disease. One of the drugs he recommended for experimental treatment
of the disease is Remdesivir but that is one of the reasons for many deaths of people in hospitals
with Covid-19. Please see this report: https://rumble.com/embed/vl0gf1/?pub=3308v Did he not
also have a protocol of treating patients with ventilators?
In New York’s largest hospital system, many coronavirus patients on ventilators didn’t make
it https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2020/04/22/coronavirus-ventilators-survival/
Posted on August 19, 2021 by laloftblog
Covid-19 a Pandemic of Ventilator Deaths – What They Don’t Want You to Know
https://www.laloftblog.com/2021/08/19/covid-19-a-pandemic-of-ventilator-deaths-whatthey-dont-want-you-to-know/
With ventilators running out, doctors say the machines are overused for Covid-19
https://www.statnews.com/2020/04/08/doctors-say-ventilators-overused-for-covid-19/
“Everyone Who Died With Covid Should Be Considered Murdered”: Nurse Promoting
Early
Treatment
Exposes
Scamdemic
in
Epic
School
Board
Rant
https://futurenews.news//posts/everyone-who-died-with-covid-should-be-consideredmurdered-nurse-promoting-early-treatment-exposes-scamdemic-in-epic-school-boardrant/
Discovered: The Real Transmission of Covid-19
It is by aerosol. The covid-19 virus is thousands of times smaller than the width of our human hair.
Particles of it, even smaller than 5 microns can travel hundreds of feet and stay in the air for hours
or more but can get killed by ultraviolet light indoors and by sunlight outside. Masks make things
worse by making the breathed-out air with coronaviruses as an aerosol. Whereas when no masks
are used, then the infected air falls to the ground, in short distances of perhaps inches to a foot or
two. See the following article:
The 60-Year-Old Scientific Screwup That Helped Covid Kill: All pandemic long, scientists
brawled over how the virus spreads. Droplets! No, aerosols! At the heart of the fight was a
teensy error with huge consequences. https://www.wired.com/story/the-teeny-tinyscientific-screwup-that-helped-covid-kill/ An article by Megan Molteni.
Watch: Angry Dad DECIMATES School Board for Poisoning Children’s Minds with Face
Masks: “This is a City of Men – Not Betas” https://futurenews.news//posts/watch-angrydad-decimates-school-board-for-poisoning-childrens-minds-with-face-masks-this-is-a-city-
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of-men-not-betas/
So, considering the above and the citations listed below, it is counter-productive to ask anyone to
wear a mask, as if it is prohibitive to breath fresh air. It does not sufficiently control Covid-19 at
all. The masks are really to control us. It reduces the oxygen that children and adults need to breath
in. But on doing so with masks, they breath back into their lungs the carbon dioxide and other
pollutants their bodies were trying to expel. This therefore can reduce the IQ of children.
Another bad issue with masks, it encourages evil people in the community, to smash and grab
items in stores or on the street and to do their wicked stealing and violence right in the open and
in the daytime.
Question Everything
Please check out the following information and do not give in to the globalists who have been
encouraging churches, friends and employees to wear masks and take the damnable inoculations
and demanding proof of having done so with passports. Masks cannot really control the mancreated coronaviruses, but they are being forced on us to control us. The jabs and shots are to
decimate the population of the world. They are really bioweapons but classified as experimental
gene therapy and DNA manipulators, but we are their guinea pigs. Do not be deceived. God has
given us an immune system that is far better than their concocted inoculations.
There was the report of one man being sent home from work because he was tested positive for a
coronavirus but when his brother checked out the information that the man was given, that of
#229E. He found that it is simply the coronavirus found in people with the common cold.17
Here are More Reasons for Not Trusting the Medical Profession and the News Media
A Pan Handler Trickster
Years ago, when I was just a young teenager in downtown Winnipeg, a young man stopped me on
the sidewalk to ask me for some money, saying he lost his wallet or something else and he needed
money desperately to get back home. But since I was a young Christian lad, God felt sorry for me
and got the man to teach me a lesson, for he apologized for asking me for money and then he
pulled out of his vest pocket a large wad of bills.
A Bug Exterminator Trickster
On another occasion in 1976, I was working up north at a Manitoba Hydro construction site when
one of the other workers shared how he used to drum up business as a salesman for a bug
exterminating company. He would ask to use a washroom in a large manufacturing company or
warehouse and while in there, he would open a medicine bottle of live bugs and scattered them on
the floor. On his way out he would drop off his business card or flyer about his business.
A Plumbing Trickster

17

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_coronavirus_229E
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One day while living in the north end of Winnipeg, I had trouble with the water line to my house.
One of my tenants was watching the men working and he heard the boss tell the other man that he
was going to make out that the cost of repairing the damages was going to be much higher. Later
when I got the bill, my young tenant told me what he heard so I refused to pay the extra costs of
the repairs. God came through again to reveal what is really going on.
Medical Tricksters
There are other examples that could be mentioned, but it should be enough to know to trust no
man (Ps 146:3). We should check things out and get other opinions as to what are the real problems
and what possible solutions there might be. So, this should also apply to this Covid-19 problem,
where we have been sabotaged on purpose, with this man-made disease in order to generate
millions or billions of dollars for the medical profession who push drugs and vaccines for the
pharmaceuticals industry and for hospitals. Their solutions for Covid-19 and many other illnesses
are not to build one’s immune system but to take concoctions of drugs or vaccines that do not even
work. The result so far has been that hundreds of thousands of people have been dying off with no
recourse for their relatives to sue manufacturers of the drugs or of the vaccines because of the
rulings made by Anthony Fauci, M.D., NIAID Director & of NIH.
News Media, Bought Off?
The regular news media appears to have been bought off to keep us from knowing the truth. They
only care about pleasing the big money powers, the pharmaceutical industry, the bankers and the
medical profession who often do not know how to properly treat deficiency diseases and diseases
caused by parasites. They should be recommending and prescribing good nutrition for healthy
immune systems, clean living, natural herbs, sunshine, and healthy exercises. See this interview
with
Dr.
Bryan
Artis:
https://rumble.com/embed/vl0gf1/?pub=3308v
&
https://vokalnow.com/video/3297
The Newest Variant: Omicron
Note that the newest variant, called Omicron is the least severe of all the corona viruses and that
when one gets treated for that with proper medication, such as with hydroxychloroquine,
Ivermectin, Vitamin C, D3, zinc, and trace minerals and elements, then the person can easily
recover and be immune against Covid-19 and other variants, like Delta. This immunity is then
better than any so-called vaccination against the disease. One doctor, Dr. Richard Bartlett treated
his Covid-19 patients very effectively with a common Asthma drug called Budesonide in an
inhaler. Please see https://vinnews.com/2020/07/07/west-texas-doctor-says-asthma-drug-is-silverbullet-for-covid-19/ . Dr. Paul Alexander said on the Power Hour radio program on Friday 7,
2022 that the Omicron has symptoms about one tenth that of a common cold. If that is true, why
all the fuss. https://thepowerhour.com/todays-guest-paul-alexander-rev-bill-cook/. Please see
below
for
more
methods
of
treating
the
coronavirus
problems.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4uUdST5Co9g
Report: Omicron Could End Up Being Less Deadly Than Seasonal
https://futurenews.news//posts/report-omicron-could-end-up-being-less-deadly-thanseasonal-flu/

Flu
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Health Problems that the Medical Profession have Great Difficulty Treating
Acne: One of Many Problems
When I was a young teenager, I had a bad case of acne from my head to my toes. My mother sent
me to one skin specialist and then another. Each of the two specialists prescribed drugs and
recommendations that only worked for about two weeks. On praying for God’s help, a thought
came to me that I should try testing out their theories of food and beverages that should be avoided.
Within minutes of testing a twelve-ounce bottle of Pepsi Cola, I noticed that the problem of my
acne was going away. It worked as a diuretic and lessened the amount of salt in my blood and
perspiration and the pressure on the pimples and swellings in my skin. Later, with further testing
and some research I found other factors that were necessary to be free from acne.
Epilepsy Problem
Sometime later, my second youngest brother, Ronald, was a victim of epilepsy while under
treatment of another medical doctor. On doing my own research with God’s help, I found that too
much milk was probably a main factor, for he would drink about a gallon of milk a day. This meant
he did not eat enough food which were rich in magnesium, iron, potassium, and other healthy food
elements. I tried telling Ron’s doctor that he was drinking too much milk, and this was his main
problem. His doctor thought I did not know what I was talking about, though I had a book on the
bad aspect of too much milk and the importance of magnesium. Ron later died a few years later
when he was only about twenty-eight, from pneumonia and epilepsy.
Blood Clot at the Base of the Brain
My next problem with the medical profession was with my mother. She died, from a bad blood
clot in her head, in a hospital after being given too much potassium chloride, intravenously, to
remedy an anemic condition. They did not know that too much of that salt can cause imbalances,
which then result in blood clots and other health problems. This is according to my books on
biochemistry like Dr. Schuessler’s Biochemistry by J. B. Chapman, M. D., edited by J. W.
Cogswell. M. D. (See “Blood, thick, clotting: Kali Mur.,” p. 176 and published by New Era
Laboratories Ltd., London, 1965). This book is designed as A Medical Book for the Home.
A Lack of Knowledge of the Importance of Most Common Minerals
The above salt of Kali Mur.is just one of the twelve most important minerals mentioned in the
above biochemistry (chemistry of life) book. This book is on the twelve basic inorganic mineral
salts, called biochemic tissue-cell remedies. They are part of the blood, nerve, skin, and bone
tissues of the bodies of animals, humans, and vegetables. This type of biochemistry is
That branch of science which treats of the composition of animal and vegetable matter; the process
by which the various fluids and tissues are formed; the nature, cause, and correction of the
abnormal condition called disease. (p. v of the book)
The Causes of Many Sicknesses
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The practitioners of this type of biochemistry have found that when one or more of the twelve
basic tissue mineral salts of W. H. Schuessler (M. D.) are out of balance in cells of the body, in
relation to or in comparison to what is normally found in those cells or with regards to what is
found in the intercellular fluid of the body or in the blood, then sickness occurs in those cells or in
that area of the body. This discovery and treatment for this type of sickness was first shared to the
world in March, 1873, in Schuessler’s published article of Shortened Therapeutics in Germany
where he stated: “About a year ago I intended to find out by experiments on the sick if it were not
possible to heal them, provided the diseases were curable at all, with some substances that are
natural, that is, the physiological function remedies.” (pp. 1-2 of the above book).
The Making of Remedies to Correct Imbalances
Those same practitioners have found that when one uses enough micro amounts of a salt that is
out of balance, then the salts in the sick cells go back into balance and healing occurs, sometimes
in seconds. The imbalances can occur through physical, emotional, psychological, electrical or
chemical shocks or trauma to the body or through shortages of one or more of the main basic salts
or of too much of the same. Correction of imbalances can also occur through similar types of
shocks to the body, as well as by administrating remedies of the salts that are out of balance. Their
remedies are in “specially prepared and readily assimilable form,” (p. vii) usually in tablets of
lactose (milk sugar) and finely ground mineral salts of about one part of a salt clump or molecules
to a million or more parts of the lactose. There are also variations of this type of preparing of the
tissue remedies to various portions of water or to alcohol as a medium of carrying the medicine
into the body and into the cells that are out of balance and sick. By this method of delivery, the
medicine is so small it can be absorbed into the sick tissues or cells in seconds or very quickly
compared to regular prescription drugs.
Imbalances can also be corrected through minor electric shock therapy, for example with a ninevolt battery with electric circuitry to turn the electricity off and on very quickly.18
What are the Basic Salts in our Bodies?
What are those basic salts? #1 is Calcarea Fluor. (Fluoride of Lime), #2 Calcarea Phos. (Phosphate
of Lime), #3 Calcarea Sulph. (Sulphate of Lime), #4 Ferrum Phos. (Phosphate of Iron), #5 Kali
Mur. (Chloride of Potash), #6 Kali Phos. (Phosphate of Potash), #7 Kali Sulph. (Sulphate of
Potash), #8 Magnesia Phos. (Phosphate of Magnesia), #9 Natrum Mur. (Chloride of Soda), #10
Natrum Phos. (Phosphate of Soda), #11 Natrum Sulph. (Sulphate of Soda), and #12 Silicea (Silica).
(p. 6). Since then, other tissue remedies were found and prepared at the same or different ratios
and their functions and their signs of deficiencies or imbalances were also noted in this branch of
the science of homeopathy and of biochemistry. (For fifteen additional salts that the followers of
Schuessler have found, see https://schuessler-cell-salts.com/list/index.htm).
Disclaimer
Schuessler cell salts can't substitute the doctor. Call a doctor if you are seriously ill.
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Severe illnesses may not be treated only with cell salts. Cell salts can only be used as an
additional treatment.
Ask your doctor whether it is ok to use cell salts for your personal health problem.
(https://schuessler-cell-salts.com/list/index.htm).
Prescription Drugs versus Better Nutrition
So, you can see from the above, how can anyone have a high respect at all for most medical
professional doctors, because they tend to only push prescriptions drugs rather than the functional
constituents of the body through better nutrition. I have had some very good treatments though,
from some doctors. When I was terribly sick as a baby, nearly dying and then as an adult, on having
to give up one of my kidneys to one of my brothers, whose kidneys were shutting down and dying.
Regarding this incident, I believe the Naturopathic professional would have handled this much
better. Many of them use the above tissue remedies as do Homeopathic physicians. On another
occasion, I had to have surgery for a hernia and then for a cataract.
What was Killing My Brother’s Kidneys?
The surgery that my oldest brother Victor had, was because the Bayer drug manufacturing
company had an extra ingredient in their pain killing Aspirin drug that caused everyone taking
large doses of it, for about thirty-three years were all having kidney failures. The company must
have then gotten a special agreement going with the medical profession to just keep things hushed
up, to prevent their company and careless doctors from being sued greatly. Bayer then simply
removed that kidney destroying ingredient out of their drug from then on, without telling the public
the real reason for their big change in the formulation of their Aspirin drug. This thus saved them
millions or billions of dollars in lawsuits in the U. S. A., in Canada, and throughout the world.
Cancer Problems
After several years of the Medical Profession keeping my brother’s immune system from killing
my kidney, he came down with cancer. They had no answer for that kind of sickness because of
the news media and their board of directors, and perhaps hospitals, suppressing and hiding
information of many successful ways to defeat cancer. The Naturopathic or Homeopathy
profession very likely would have given my brother safer medicine to treat his arthritis and the
cancer that eventually killed him. My brother therefore died in a hospital with one of my kidneys.
Prostate Cancer Case
Later, when one of my best friends, Mr. Fred McClellan came down with prostate cancer, the
medical profession sent him home to die. Some of my friends and I prayed for him and shortly
after that another friend, Mr. Henry Klassen gave me a book on Oxalic acid as a very good answer
for a cure for cancer. I, therefore, believing this was an answer from God, I put my eighty-eight
year old friend on the diet prescribed in the book. Shortly after this my friend went on to live cancer
free till he was ninety-three years old, when he died of kidney failure and old age.
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On discovering how good that book19 was, at quickly curing my old friend of his cancer, I offered
to donate a book of it to the Cancer Society in Winnipeg, for their library but they refused to have
it in their library. Why? Their business apparently is not for curing cancer but for making money.
Besides this incident, while I was a volunteer driver for the Cancer Society in Manitoba, Canada,
they insisted that we drivers were not to talk about possible cures for cancer to their patients. What
does this tell you? Again, is it not that they are in their cancer business for their employment and
not for the wellbeing of their clientele?
A Case of Hydrocephalus
About fifteen years ago, I was asked to pray for a baby of about eighteen months old who could
not talk, walk, or run. He had hydrocephalus (water on the brain problem) and the medical
profession at Children’s Hospital in Winnipeg, Manitoba did not know how best to treat or cure
the baby at all. When I prayed for the child, the thought came to me that I should have some
medicine at home that would be able to cure that problem. So, when I got home, I searched my
books for a cure for that problem, but I could not find it. So, with God’s help and in Jesus’ name,
I made up a homeopathic medicine for the baby and the rest of the common illnesses that his family
might get. I then gave it to the mother with some instructions. She then gave it at one drop in its
baby formula twice a day. Within two weeks that baby Solomon was able to talk, walk, and run.
The mother kept on giving the medicine as mentioned above until she ran out of it.
About every three weeks Susan and her husband Lorne would travel many miles to the hospital
for checkups for their baby. Things were fine while Susan was giving her baby the medicine, but
when she ran out, the hospital staff noticed that the baby’s head was swelling up again. A week or
more after that, Susan mentioned to me about what happened, so I gave her another bottle of the
medicine that God gave me to give to the family. The baby’s head stopped swelling again.
Nursing One’s Baby Versus Cow’s Milk Formula
While in Winnipeg, I happened to talk to a Naturopathic physician and asked him what experience
he may have had with a hydrocephalus patient. He said that he got the mother to give the baby
goat’s milk instead of cow’s milk and that apparently helped the baby in that case. In the above
case with Susan, she had been nursing the previous five children but with the last one, she thought
that cow’s milk would be just as good but obviously it was not.
Lupus
Sometime after the above good results with Solomon, his mother Susan came down with Lupus
(swelling and pain in joints) until she tried two drops of the same miracle medicine in a bottle of
water. Within one hour of drinking a bottle of water with the medicine in it, the pain in her wrist
and jaws were gone.
Mystery Leg Pains
Colonel Joe Hart, Hart Dietary Procedure Plan: Cancer, The Cure is in Food: Oxalic Acid, God’s Natural
Chemotherapy (Pea Ridge, AR: Angels of Life, Publisher, 2004).
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On another occasion, her son Terrell, of about nine years old, who had been having trouble with
pain in his two legs for about four years, got healed in about twenty minutes after drinking half a
cup of water with one drop of the same medicine in it. Sometime later, one of the boy’s aunt told
me why the boy had leg pains: his grandfather happened to run over his legs while backing up his
truck on his lawn while the child was behind it. The family rushed the child to the Winnipegosis
Hospital for examination. They found no broken bones. Apparently just terrible bruising of his
legs. Other miraculous types of healing happened with many other people as well.
Principles of Homeopathy
While working with my health experiment with guinea pigs, I noticed that they never seemed to
get any sign of a cold or of pneumonia, so I made a hot tea out of the red cedar chips that made up
their bedding. On trying it out on myself, the Holy Spirit of God warned me to not take too much,
as it would give me symptoms of a cold and of pneumonia. So, on another occasion when I had
cold hands and feet and perhaps a running nose, I took some of the tea on a teaspoon as much as I
felt it was safe to do. My cold symptoms went away very shortly. Shortly after this incident I went
on a missionary trip to Sandy Lake Ontario and was assigned by the pastor Robert Kakegamic, to
live at Mr. Kenny Kakegamic’s home in that First Nation Community. I soon discovered that Mrs.
Marguerite Kakegamic had come back from their nursing station with a big bottle of medicine to
take for her pneumonia.
Preparing a Tea to Heal Pneumonia
I therefore asked if I could prepare a herbal tea for her that should heal her of her sickness. She
said yes. So, I went outside and got a small clump of a branch of the cedar tree in their yard. I
washed the branch with needles and then made a tea with it on their stove in a pot of their water. I
then gave her a cup of it and asked her to drink it slowly, which she did. In about an hour or so she
was well. The next day though she took some more of the tea that was left over and her symptoms
started to come back. I therefore told her that medicine was only for one who is sick but if one
takes it when they are well, it can give them the symptoms of the sickness all over again. So, the
lady left it alone or threw it out and she soon got back to her wellness as she had the previous day.
About Naturopaths
Also known as NDs or naturopathic doctors, naturopaths are healthcare providers who use
natural therapies to support and stimulate healing. They offer a wide range of services to
people of all ages, including acupuncture, drawing blood, and dispensing and prescribing
drugs. Find a comprehensive list of the Controlled Acts Naturopaths can perform.
All licensed naturopaths complete a minimum of three years of university-level training,
including pre-medical courses, and four years at an accredited naturopathic medical
program.
“ND”, “naturopathic doctor” and “naturopath” are protected titles. That means only people
who are qualified to practicecan use the title. Anyone seeing a naturopath should expect a
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highly trained professional who has met comprehensive standards. They are held
accountable by the College for their conduct and practice.
How Rockefeller Founded Big Pharma and Waged War on Natural Cures
Some years ago, I heard a talk on the above topic and so I searched the Internet to find more
information on it. I came up with a website address on the above as a pdf, so I clicked on it, but I
was immediately referred to Google.com. On trying to find this topic through them, they refused
to let me find it. I therefore had to try another browser and was then able to find the article. Here
is
the
website
that
I
used
at
first
to
get
the
article:
https://dta0yqvfnusiq.cloudfront.net/allnaturalhealingsrq/2019/04/How-Rockefeller-FoundedBig-Pharma-and-Waged-War-on-Natural-Cures-5cb3d7374f337.pdf. On trying again to get the
article with a different browser I finally got it. It appears that Google.com was hiding that article.
Why? Could there be a lot of truth to it?
Here is a Copy of the Hidden Article
This newest documentary is about how John D. Rockefeller and his family created modern
medicine that destroyed natural cures, herbal medicines and alternative medicine. There is a lot of
politics and money involved behind our modern medical system. It all started with John D.
Rockefeller who was an oil magnate, a robber baron, America’s first billionaire, and a natural born
monopolist.
Western medicine has some good points, and is great in an emergency, but it’s high time
people realized that today’s mainstream medicine (western medicine or allopathy), with its focus
on drugs, drugs, radiation, drugs, surgery, drugs and more drugs, is at its foundation a money
spinning Rockefeller creation.
People these days look at you like a weirdo if you talk about the healing properties of plants
or any other holistic practices. Much like anything else, politics and money have been used to warp
people’s minds and encourage them to embrace what is bad for them. It all began with John D.
Rockefeller (1839 – 1937) who was an oil magnate, a robber baron, America’s first billionaire, and
a natural-born monopolist. By the turn on the 20th century, he controlled 90% of all oil refineries
in the U.S. through his oil company, Standard Oil, which was later on broken up to become
Chevron, Exxon, Mobil etc.
At the same time, around 1900, scientists discovered “petrochemicals” and the ability to
create all kinds of chemicals from oil. For example, the first plastic — called Bakelite — was made
from oil in 1907. Scientists were discovering various vitamins and guessed that many
pharmaceutical drugs could be made from oil. This was a wonderful opportunity for Rockefeller
who saw the ability to monopolize the oil, chemical and the medical industries at the same time!
The best thing about petrochemicals was that everything could be patented and sold for
high profits. But there was one problem with Rockefeller’s plan for the medical industry:
natural/herbal medicines were very popular in America at that time. Almost half the doctors and
medical colleges in the U.S. were practicing holistic medicine, using knowledge from Europe and
Native Americans. Rockefeller, the monopolist, had to figure out a way to get rid of his biggest
competition.
So he used the classic strategy of “problem-reaction-solution.” That is, create a problem
and scare people, and then offer a (pre-planned) solution. (Similar to terrorism scare, followed by
the “Patriot Act”).
He went to his buddy Andrew Carnegie – another plutocrat who made his money from
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monopolizing the steel industry – who devised a scheme. From the prestigious Carnegie
Foundation, they sent a man named Abraham Flexner to travel around the country and report on
the status of medical colleges and hospitals around the country.
This led to the Flexner Report, which gave birth to the modern medicine as we know it.
Needless to say, the report talked about the need for revamping and centralizing our
medical institutions. Based on this report, more than half of all medical colleges were soon closed.
Homeopathy and natural medicines were mocked and demonized; and doctors were even
jailed.
To help with the transition and change the minds of other doctors and scientists,
Rockefeller gave more than $100 million to colleges, hospitals and founded a philanthropic front
group called “General Education Board” (GEB). This is the classic carrot and stick approach.
In a very short time, medical colleges were all streamlined and homogenized. All the
students were learning the same thing, and medicine was all about using patented drugs. Scientists
received huge grants to study how plants cured diseases, but their goal was to first identify which
chemicals in the plant were effective, and then recreate a similar chemical – but not identical – in
the lab that could be patented. A pill for an ill became the mantra for modern medicine. And you
thought Koch brothers were evil? So, now we are, 100 years later, churning out doctors who know
nothing about the benefits of nutrition or herbs or any holistic practices. We have an entire society
that is enslaved to corporations for its well-being.
America spends 15% of its GDP on healthcare, which should be really called “sick care.”
It is focused not on cure, but only on symptoms, thus creating repeat customers. There is no cure
for cancer, diabetes, autism, asthma, or even flu. Why would there be real cures? This is a system
founded by oligarchs and plutocrats, not by doctors. As for cancer, oh yeah, the American Cancer
Society was founded by none other than Rockefeller in 1913.
Originally
published
at:
http://ehealthmagz.com/2018/08/17/how-rockefeller-founded-bigpharma-and-waged-war-onnatural-cures

Here are more web sites on the same or similar topics:
How Rockefeller Founded Big Pharma and Made War on Natural Remedies and the
Rockefeller Medicine Men https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=swhQqFT3UvM
A Brief History of American Pharma: From Snake Oil to Big Money https://lithub.com/abrief-history-of-american-pharma-from-snake-oil-to-big-money/
How Rockefeller Created the Business of Western Medicine
https://meridianhealthclinic.com/how-rockefeller-created-the-business-of-western-medicine/
How Rockefeller Founded Big Pharma and Waged War On Natural Cures
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C0GCAXu5zYA
An Amazing [Medical]20 Biochemistry Book
Another book on Biochemistry, by William Boericke, M. D. and Willis A. Dewey, M. D. on The
Twelve Tissue Remedies of Schussler did have an article on how to treat hydrocephalus but I missed
seeing it before, as it was at the bottom of one of the pages, at page 223. This mistake of mine was
of God, for I added a number of food elements together with filtered purified water in order to
20

In other words this book on Biochemistry should be used to treat and heal medical problems of man and animals.
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include as much as possible, minerals that would help and cure the hydrocephalus and other
common ailments that children and adults often get. Sure enough, the one and only ingredient
mentioned in the book for hydrocephalus was included in the formula that God inspired me to
include and at the proper portion to be effective for a slow sure cure for the baby’s awful health
problem. The boy, now about seventeen years old is like a normal child, with a head just a bit
bigger than the other children.
Note please that much of the ingredients in the above miracle formula consisted of the basic tissue
remedies mentioned in the above two books along with added minerals and elements.
Amazing Results with Two Guinea Pigs
About fifty (50) years ago, before asking God to help me with the above mentioned homeopathic
biochemic remedy for the above baby and family I had experimented with two sets of three guinea
pigs for about two years. One set was on a regular North American diet for guinea pigs mentioned
in World Book Encyclopedia while the other set was on a salt free diet of the same type of food.
The ones on the salt free diet appeared to be healthier but during the experiment, I was working
and going to the University of Winnipeg. At times though, I neglected to prepare enough
vegetables for them. They started to get sick and I tried to heal them with the above-mentioned
tissue salt medicine.
One day after about one week one guinea pig had slowly stopped drinking its orange juice (they
need vitamin C just like humans). On noticing that orange juice is a bit acidy, especially if it is
going sour, I checked my biochemistry book over the symptoms that I saw happening with that
little animal. The book said “Choking on attempting to swallow: Magnes. Phos. Constricted
feeling of throat: Magnes. Phos. (p. 164) Closing of larynx by spasms or cramp: Magnes. Phos.
Spasms of the throat: Magnes. Phos. (p. 165) and Acid drinks aggravate: Magnes. Phos. (p. 166).
Applying the Right Remedy
I therefore gave one Biochemic Tissue Salt tablet of 0.07 microgram (10 -6) (mcg) of magnesium
phosphate (phosphate of magnesia) in 73.5 milligram (mg) of lactose (which is at a 6 x size or
1,050,000 times more than the active salt ingredient) to the guinea pig to eat. Thirty-five seconds
later that little guinea pig (g. p.) felt well enough to drink the orange juice. About three months
later, one of the other g. p. got sick in a similar way, so I did the same but this one took twice as
long before it felt well enough to drink the juice. It took seventy seconds. From then on it had no
trouble with drinking the orange juice just like the other one.
The Germ Theory and their Health
With God’s help, I did similar experiments with other tissue salt medicines for other sicknesses
they came up with. I noticed that their illnesses which were like our human illnesses, responded
the same as indicated in my biochemistry books for humans. Similar results happened when I fed
them the complete diet of dry food and the prepared vegetables. In other words, when they had the
full diet for some weeks, they no longer got sick but got healthier and lived longer. This was
indicating to me that the germ theory seemed to be wrong, for they did not get sick and die when
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they were on their proper full diet. No germ seemed to be able to make them sick when they were
eating properly. Mind you this could be that their bodies’ immune systems were so good that
nothing in my home for them could make them sick.
Other Size Dosages of the Medicines
I also read that some homeopaths were giving doses of medicine much smaller than the 6x size
mentioned above, so I wanted to find how little of the medicine to water would still work. I
therefore measured in a clean bottle A, one thousand drops of water and placed one tablet in it,
which therefore made the medicine one thousand times more diluted or made smaller. I then put
one of those drops of medicine in another bottle B of a thousand drops of water and tested it on
the g. pp. as I did with the first one. I noticed it got good results each time. This was repeated up
to about four or five bottles, like to bottle D or E. After this though, I saw no sign of effectiveness
on the g. p. So, at this point there was possibly no more of the medicine left in the water or not
enough to affect any good or bad change in the health of the animals.
How Small of a Dose Would That Have Been?
How small were those clumps of medicine in the last bottle or how little were they in comparison
to the drops of water? One tablet alone = 0.07 mcg but in one drop from bottle A = 0.00,007 mcg,
bottle B = 0.00,000,007 mcg, bottle C = 0.00,000,000,007 mcg, bottle D = 0.00,000,000,000,007
mcg, and bottle E = 0.00,000,000,000,000.007 mcg or 7-17 mcg. So, I therefore find it hard to
believe any medicine smaller than the above would work on any animal or person. Mind you it is
still much more than Avogadro’s number of 6.02214076 × 1023. of units in one mole of any
substance21 If anyone claims they do, it may happen supernaturally through prayer or through a
placebo effect, of one thinking the medicine is going to help, so his mind tells him you are now
better or healed.
Arthritis
Someone told me that one of the causes of arthritis was the eating of tomatoes but through my
experience though, it is very likely the adding of some condiments to tomatoes in the making of
pizza sauce and ketchup. In other words, the eating of tomatoes or tomato soup never seemed to
make me sick but even a tablespoon of ketchup did. The similar thing happened with regards to
mayonnaise or salad dressing.
Blood Not Clotting at Site of Injury
A friend of mine, Mr. Alexander B. was in hospitals in Manitoba for seven to eight months after
nearly dying from loss of blood and of a weak heart. The nurses kept on changing the bandages
over two large areas of one of his thighs, hoping the blood would clot and the wound would heal.
They would not. So, God helped me to realize what the problem was, I told my friend to stop
drinking their milk and stop eating their ice cream, yogurt, and cheese. Within two weeks the
Avogadro’s number, number of units in one mole of any substance (defined as its molecular weight in grams),
equal to 6.02214076 × 1023. The units may be electrons, atoms, ions, or molecules, depending on the nature of the
substance and the character of the reaction (if any).See alsoAvogadro’s law.
By The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica | View Edit History
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wounds healed up nicely and he was able to leave the hospital.
Why Abstaining from the Above Dairy Products Was Necessary?
Upon reading and studying Colonel Joe’s book on the benefits of Oxalic acid, I realized that as
oxalic acid was necessary to help stop the bleeding in cancer patients and that oxalic acid can be
destroyed by too much dairy products he must stop eating those products. Therefore, once Alex
quit consuming the dairy products, after a few days there was enough oxalic acid in his blood and
skin tissue to help with coagulation and form a good scab which was not happening before.
Mental Illnesses Can Also Be Helped Through Biochemistry
Another friend was having a panic attack, but it stopped in a few minutes after a few drops of the
miracle medicine were placed under the tongue. The Tissue Salt medicines also are good for
backwardness, anxiety, anxious about the future, brain-fag, crying and screaming of children,
depressed mood, fits of crying, poor memory, fainting, delirium, dizziness, illusions, shyness,
sleeplessness, weeping easily, sleepiness, gloomy moods, forgetfulness, want of energy, hysteria,
insanity, mania, screaming, suicidal tendency, and more with one or more mineral tissue salts
according to the instructions in the books. Some of these same illnesses can be also helped through
supplements of certain vitamins and oils.
Bullet Wound and Surgery Problem
One day a friend was visiting my friend who had the panic attack. The young man started to be in
terrible pain in his stomach area where he had once been shot, apparently some time before while
in Winnipeg. He had been operated on and was sewn up nicely, but on this day the pain became
unbearable. He cried out to his friend to phone for an ambulance, but she refused. Instead she gave
him some of the miracle medicine that God had given some years before. In about twenty minutes,
he was fine. It would have taken the ambulance longer than that to get to him. Apparently that
young man has been fine ever since.
Fibromyalgia
Another problem the medical profession has dealing with, is fibromyalgia. I had this problem in
my upper chest on the left side around the collar bone. While at a hospital with a friend, I thought
I should check myself in for the pain I had for a few weeks. I could not get rid of the pain. After
the hospital checked me out quite thoroughly, they told me I had fibromyalgia. So, when I got
home, I started to take some tablets prescribed for parasites. Within three weeks all the pain was
gone. That was years ago. It never came back. Why did I think it was being caused by parasites?
It was revealed to be so, by the Hulda Regehr Clark, a Naturopathic Doctor with also a Ph.D.22
Money and Time Being Wasted on the Wrong Healing Profession
In the above case of the baby with hydrocephalus, many a Naturopathic physician or a
Homeopathic one would have probably treated that baby Solomon with the same ingredient that I
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found in my [medical] Biochemistry textbook. But the medical profession could not fix the
problem except through maybe an expensive and dangerous operation, shunting excess fluid out
of the skull somehow to another part of the baby’s anatomy. Look at all the money is being wasted
by our Medicare programs by using the Medical profession as our default answer for essentially
all our health problems. They are very good though when it comes to trauma, accidents, and
necessary surgery. Consider too, all the distress that the public has been going through, not being
told that there may be alternative therapies in alternative healing professions that are not controlled
by the pharmaceutical industries. This was also seen with the curing of the lady with pneumonia.
The Importance of Testing Drugs for Years
The incident with Bayer Aspirins shows the importance of testing drugs out for years, not a few
weeks or months as with the present “warp speed” vaccination program for Covid-19 and then
persuading the general public to be the test subjects for their experimental trials and elimination
program, rather than with animals or invitro.
There is also the dreadful case with thalidomide which was not tested on pregnant women but
was
introduced in 1956 and was aggressively marketed by the German pharmaceutical
company Chemie Grünenthal under the trade name Contergan as a medication for anxiety,
trouble sleeping, "tension", and morning sickness.[3][4] It was introduced as a sedative and
medication for morning sickness without having been tested on pregnant women.[5] While
initially deemed to be safe in pregnancy, concerns regarding birth defects were noted in
1961, and the medication was removed from the market in Europe that year.[3][6]
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thalidomide_scandal).
Trust No Man
I have learned from experience and from the Bible to trust no man, question everything, prove
all things, take things to God in prayer, and get alternative opinions. So, when it comes to the
way our governments, federal, provincial, and municipal are handling this coronavirus problem
with Covid-19, and its variants is maddening or foolish. It is apparent they have been bewitched
or tricked to be fearful, to think it is really a terrible crisis, worse than the regular flu but it is not.
They have been persuaded, thinking that the best way to treat this problem is with masks, social
distancing, shutting down small businesses, restaurants and churches, and then trying to get people
to take experimental inoculations. They have been apparently told that this is the best way to
prevent people from getting the sickness, but it is not working.
Months of Research
Most of the articles found in this essay have been taken from alternative news sources. Why? In
Canada, the main media companies have been subsidized by the government but not apparently
are the alternative news sources. Please educate yourself to protect your family and loved ones.
Vladimir Zelenko, M.D.
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Many of the below citations are of interviews with medical doctors who are mavericks in their
fields, like Dr. Vladimir Zelenko, who has been getting amazing good results with seven thousand
of his patients who were suffering from Covid-19 and its variants. I believe only two of his patients
died. This may have been at the beginning of his treatments or they came to him too late. He was
the first one to come up with a very effective treatment protocol for Covid-19 patients. He is also
the one who treated President Donald Trump when he got sick with Covid-19.
The Present Vaccinations are More Harmful than Natural Immunity
You will also find from some of the following citations that most of the patients in hospitals who
may be sick with Covid-19 are those who have been already been vaccinated, two or more times.
Our autoimmune protection that God has given to us, works much better than any inoculations that
are being given out.
There is a pandemic of the inoculated ones, for those same jabs and shots of secret concoctions
do not protect one from getting Covid-19, for they are not really vaccinations. They also make
things worse by making variants of the disease in the bewitched or hypnotized victims. Those
injections manipulate the genes and DNA in people and are causing dozens of adverse effects in
those who take them and in neighbours about them, through virus shedding.
Experimental Use Only
The so-called vaccination programs are for experimental use only, when there are no proven
remedies that can kill the pathogens that are making people sick. Who are being experimented as
guinea pigs? You and I and our loved ones. The worse thing about this experimental program, is
that they want to inoculate our children as well, who are the least expected ones to get sick from
this type of man-made flu, called Covid-19.
Have you not noticed that there is a program going on to decimate the population of the world
through the communistic United Nations World Health Organization (WHO) and the American
Center for Disease Control (CDC), which appears to be run by New World Order (NWO)
Communists?
Consider too that the countries that are most inoculated, like Israel, are the ones with the most
inoculated people ending up in their hospitals with blood clots, heart attacks or myocarditis,
pericarditis, and botched pregnancies. Note that the country of Nigeria has hardly any cases of
Covid-19 deaths or illnesses. Mr. Robert F. Kennedy, JR said it is because they use Ivermectin
regularly [possibly for treatments for parasites] and hydroxychloroquine for their problems with
malaria.
Furthermore, it is unethical to demand people to take part in medical experiments without telling
them all the ingredients that are to be injected into them and without telling them the many adverse
effects that have been occurring around the world on others. Most of the adverse effects are being
hidden from the public. Enforcing people to take part in this medical tyranny, with the threat of
losing one’s job or the loss of travel or to buy or sell groceries is breaking the Nuremberg Code
of ethics: https://muhc.ca/sites/default/files/users/user136/The%20Nuremberg%20Code.pdf .
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This of course, means that vaccination proofs and passports showing that one has taken part in
medical experiments of secret ingredients that are being made out to be vaccinations when they
are not, are unethical and are also against the Nuremberg Code. They are therefore just a means
for unscrupulous people in governments to control the movements of people they do not like and
ruin the lives of people and our economy.
What is a Better Answer?
So, what should be done then? Have you heard of the government telling you what to do, to
improve your real chances of beating this Covid-19 disease, by improving your immune system?
No. Many of them are just thinking of themselves and not of you. They should be encouraging us
to eat nourishing whole foods, get lots of sunshine or supplement our diets with vitamin D3 or
ultraviolet lighting, and fresh air. Then if any get sick from the flu or another coronavirus, whether
Omicron, Delta or other variants, their bodies will be able to handle the enemy much better. We
should be advised to take certain proven remedies right at home, such as items like Ivermectin,
Hydroxychloroquine or Quercetin, (see https://zstacklife.com/products/z-stack), vitamin D3,
vitamin C, trace minerals, and zinc. Then when these people get over their severe to mild
symptoms (especially from the Omicron variant), they should then be immune to any other variants
of a coronavirus.
This part of not being able to buy or sell reminds me of the warning that God gave to his followers:
Revelation 13:16 [The Beast] causes all, the small and the great, the rich and the poor, and
the free and the slave, to be given marks on their right hands, or on their foreheads; 17 and
that no one would be able to buy or to sell, unless he has that mark, the name of the beast
or the number of his name. 18 Here is wisdom. He who has understanding, let him calculate
the number of the beast, for it is the number of a man. His number is six hundred sixtysix.
7 Superior Covid-19 Treatments that are Being Suppressed
As with many things, pharmaceutical companies are pushing people to take the vaccine
and are making people think that it’s the only option and that other treatments are not
effective. However, our experts share clear information on how these alternative medicines
have worked for many of their patients.
In fact, a pilot study was conducted on the effectiveness of medicines like Ivermectin and
Hydroxychloroquine. They had found an improvement of dyspnea using mMRC scale,
disappearance of fever using thermometer, Fatigue using Fatigue Assessment Scale (FAS),
and improvement of Oxygen saturation using pulse oximeter. 2
We’ll get into these alternatives in detail during this eBook. We’ll start with Dr. Peter
McCullough who is an internist, cardiologist and a professor of medicine at Texas A and
M College of Medicine. He has completed his bachelor’s degree at Baylor University, and
has completed his medical degree as an Alpha Omega Alpha graduate from the University
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of Texas Southwestern Medical School in Dallas.
He also completed his internal medicine residency at the University of Washington in
Seattle, his cardiology fellowship - including service as Chief Fellow - at William
Beaumont Hospital, and his master’s degree in public health at the University of Michigan.
Dr. Peter McCullough: I’ve been completely focused on COVID-19 and the pandemic
response over the course of the last year. Let’s just focus on the infection just for a second.
We know that there are three major elements to the infection, viral proliferation, cytokine
injury, and thrombosis. It’s a long illness, a typical person who dies of COVID-19 takes
30 days or more.
We have plenty of time to treat. If we treat early, we use the principles of intracellular antiinfectives, corticosteroids, immunomodulators, and anti-platelet drugs. This slide should
tell anyone that no single drug is a cure for COVID-19, that we must use drugs in
combination, and they must influence these major areas of the pathogenesis of the virus.
And the principles here are the ones that we use in the hospital. And the innovation is to
advance early to prevent hospitalization and death.
Hydroxychloroquine is the most widely studied and utilized drug in all of COVID-19. It
basically has three mechanisms of action. It reduces the viral entry through endosomes. It
helps work as a zinc ionophore. And zinc actually works to impair the RNA-dependent
polymerase. And lastly, it’s an anti-inflammatory. It changes the overall profile of cells so
there’s less inflammation.
We use Hydroxychloroquine to reduce inflammation in systemic lupus and rheumatoid
arthritis. We use it as an intracellular anti-infective in malaria. So, it makes a lot of sense
that Hydroxychloroquine would work. And we have great data, 259 supportive trials,
385,000 individuals. And Hydroxychloroquine is like I say, our mainstay in COVID-19
treatment.
Other remedies listed in the above book include “inhaled Budesonide,” Colchicine, “fulldose anticoagulation and aspirin are associated with reductions in mortality.” “Reviews in
Cardiovascular Medicine, December 2020, most frequently downloaded. It’s the basis of the home
treatment guide. And here’s the protocol, age under 50, no other medical problems, simply a
nutraceutical bundle is reasonable: zinc, Vitamin D, Vitamin C, quercetin,” “Aspirin, 325
milligrams throughout.”
Then there are protocols of Dr. Mark Sherwood, a naturopathic doctor:
“we’ve told people to consume a lot of above-ground, non-root, just vegetables and fruits,
and just really just bombard the system with phytonutrients, with good organic foods.”
Omega-3 fatty acids, “high dose broccoli sprout extract powder . . . . a viral inhibition
process there.”
Vitamin D at a high level, I’m talking about 5,000 IU’s. We have to use zinc and we don’t
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want to go too high with zinc because it depletes copper. So, zinc is important at 20 to 40
milligrams. Again, Vitamin C is important. I know a lot of people are taking it very high
right now, but in reality, nature doesn’t contain things with a gram of Vitamin C in them.
So maybe 500 milligrams twice a day, except for acute situations, is probably right.
Then a Dr. Andy Kaufman says: “we can be deficient in including things like cholesterol
and collagen, in addition to trace minerals, almost everyone is deficient in that.”
Lastly, see the rest of the book for more details from Vaccine Secrets: Covid Crisis at
https://www.peakprosperity.com/forum-topic/vaccine-secrets-covid-crisis-documentary-seriesfree-screening-now/.
Deaths of pilots from 2019, 2020, and 2021. In 2019 1 died, in 2020 6 died, in 2021 so far 111
died. According to the report of Harrison Smith on 16 Dec. 2021.
https://blackpilled.newschannel/the-american-journal
Covidland 2: The Mask: https://www.texemarrs.com/
The Real Anthony Fauci by Robert F. Kennedy, JR. On https://thepowerhour.com/ Dec. 14th
program 2021.
Powerful Interview! Dr. Judy Mikovits Exposes Fauci’s Cancer Causing Injections
https://futurenews.news//posts/powerful-interview-dr-judy-mikovits-exposes-faucis-cancercausing-injections/
Dr. Peter McCullough Schools Joe Rogan on Plandemic https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/drpeter-mccullough-schools-joe-rogan-on-plandemic/
Fauci Patent for Vaxx-Induced AIDS: HIV Glycoprotein 120 Contained in Vaxx
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/fauci-patent-vaxxed-induced-aids-biotech-analyst-hivglycoprotein-120-contained-in-vaxx/
Dr. Noack Confirmed Dead After Graphene Hydroxide Podcast
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/dr-noack-confirmed-dead-after-graphene-hydroxide-podcast/
Hospitals like Death Camps
An amazing essay on hospitals being like death camps in Nazi Germany or in Communist countries
by Justus R. Hope, MD (a pseudonym to hide himself from those who might like to kill him, as to
what happened to the doctor who disclosed the damaging effects of graphene hydroxide. One of the
ingredients in one or more of the so-called vaccines. The doctor was killed within twelve hours of
his announcement of the poison in the injections. Dec 27, 2021 Updated Dec 28, 2021
https://www.thedesertreview.com/opinion/columnists/hospital-death-campsexposed/article_97776276-674f-11ec-85d0f33f634331c8.html?utm_source=thedesertreview.com&utm_campaign=%2Fnewsletter%2Foptim
ize%2Fweekly-best-of%2F%3F-dc%3D1641052814&utm_medium=email&utm_content=image
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Trump’s Jab Pushing Explained: Special Report
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61d8ebb635ff5f6208a819e0
13-Year-Old Boy Dies by Heart Attack After Covid Vaxx
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61d8bf3bd63f2e61b6de8c3f
Evidence of Self Assembling Nano Circuitry in the Pfizer Vaccine
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61d710495b236759d26ccd7a
Another Doctor Tries to Warn Us. Will You Hear Her?
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/another-doctor-tries-to-warn-us-will-you-hear-her/
Scientists Confirm 5G Accelerates Viral Infections Directly Linked to COVID-19
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61b940671eb4461e604f72e5
Fauci Admits To World That Vaccines Can Make You Sick
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61b96a057a44fc1fe141b53d
Dr. Lee Merritt Warns 5G Linked to Global COVID-19 Outbreaks
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61b938411eb4461e604c71b1
FDA Stopping Shipments Of Lifesaving Drug To Help Boost Big Pharma
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61b95f427a44fc1fe13dfe7d
More GOOD News About Omicron
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61b90db64afec71d786f102b
The Green Energy Scam Exposed
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61b95b4c1eb4461e60589efe
Top Virologist Says ‘Omicron’ Could Have Been Created By Merck’s New Covid Pill
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61b8e6504afec71d78666f28
COVID-19 Vaccine Causes AIDS Warns Dr. Vladimir Zelenko http://zstacklife.com/alex
joins The Alex Jones Show to break down how the spike protein from the COVID-19 vaccine
causes acquired immunodeficiency syndrome [AIDS].
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61b3e1dd41190915ff8754d0
mRNA Tech Inventor: The Future of Global Totalitarianism is Here
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61b81831173ca41bd07c120a
More Athletes Collapse From Deadly Coincidence
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61b79fb31ebb7e1a75a550e3
FOIA Reveals Pfizer Knew Of 158,000+ Adverse Reactions In First Two Months of Vaccine
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Rollout:

https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61b79ee71ebb7e1a75a4c5ec

Merck's New COVID Drug Might Mutate Your DNA And Cause Birth Defects, Cancer
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61b917474afec71d78717bf3
Joe Rogan Destroys CNN's COVID Coverage And Gets More Viewers While Doing It
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=616884ef7bcd2f463dd53ebf
VIDEO: Glenn Beck on Tucker Carlson Exposes NIH / Moderna Collusion Ahead of COVID
Pandemic: https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61b29db3a25dbe13cf9f29c1
Universal Vaccine Side Effects and Risk for Autoimmune Disease
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61b7312953a17a19a89c2dd6
Science Says: https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61b8de93c57f571cc3ef4250
POWERFUL: Woman Wakes Up To Reality When Her Husband Gets Vax Injured
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61b3a34886ca9f1533559b56
Learn the Science Behind Mind Control to Empower Humanity
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61b7ecea50c2701b6e232fce
Globally Coordinated Lockdowns Inspire Massive Protests — Sunday Night Live - FULL
SHOW 12-12-21: https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61b6ba583874b018f1deb4cd
Joel M. Skousen’s World Affairs Brief: https://www.worldaffairsbrief.com/
California Orders Statewide Indoor Mask Mandate: posted by Andrew Skousen - Tuesday,
December 14 2021 Sharon McKeeman, founder of Let Them Breathe, a national organization
advocating for mask-choice for K–12 students, told NTD there is “no justification” for the
mandate. — The Epoch Times https://www.theepochtimes.com/california-announces-state-wideindoor-mask-mandate_4155281.html
Hospital Tries to Medically Kidnap Children Given Ivermectin by Parents
https://healthimpactnews.com/
The Lancet Scolds Those Claiming “Pandemic Of The Unvaccinated”
https://www.newswars.com/the-lancet-scolds-those-claiming-pandemic-of-the-unvaccinated/
Australian Parliament Member: “I Don’t Intend to Have the Jab – I’m Not Putting That Sh*t in
My Body” 'I don't intend to listen to bureaucrats, or politicians or UN, or the bloody WHO
pushing their own agenda and taking away my freedoms'
https://www.newswars.com/australian-parliament-member-i-don’t-intend-to-have-the-jab-im-notputting-that-sht-in-my-body/
Moderna’s Covid-19 vaccine is being blamed after a pregnant woman who’d received two doses
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gave birth to a baby that died after bleeding from its nose and mouth.
https://futurenews.news//posts/mom-double-jabbed-in-3rd-trimester-gives-birth-to-baby-whodied-after-suffering-heart-failure-blood-clots/
Covid Vaccine Manufacturers Worried Refugees Could Sue Them Following Adverse
Reactions https://futurenews.news//posts/covid-vaccine-manufacturers-worried-refugees-couldsue-them-following-adverse-reactions/
An alarming admission was found near the bottom of a recent New York Times article about
pharmaceutical giant Merck’s new Covid drug molnupiravir.
https://futurenews.news//posts/nyt-admits-mercks-covid-drug-could-mutate-dna-cause-cancerhinder-male-fertility/
Health Minister Questioned About “Explosion in Stillbirths” Among Fully Vaccinated Mothers
https://futurenews.news//posts/health-minister-questioned-about-alleged-explosion-in-fullyvaccinated-mothers-experiencing-stillbirths/
Letter to Canadian VIA Rail: Do you not realize it is against the Nuremberg Code of Ethics to
coerce someone to take part in an experimental trial of secret contents in inoculations called
'vaccinations' which do not protect anyone from getting the corona viruses it is said to protect
against. The countries like Israel which is the most inoculated have the highest hospitalizations of
people already inoculated. Please see my research report on this shameful demand for getting
inoculations and vaccination passports at http://tlm79.org/health0.aspx
VIDEO: Vaxxed Blood Clots 10 Times Faster: Dec 20, 2021
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61c11a226be39e2d180c9141
Lethal Drug Included In Over The Counter Covid Test Kits: Dec 20, 2021
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61c0b341724c932b860a7175
Dr. Richard Bartlett treated his Covid-19 patient very effectively with a common Asthma drug
called Budesonide in an inhaler. https://vinnews.com/2020/07/07/west-texas-doctor-says-asthmadrug-is-silver-bullet-for-covid-19/
Dr. Zelenko Exposes Medical Tyranny Plan to Enslave Humanity Ahead of Depopulation
https://www.newswars.com/dr-zelenko-exposes-medical-tyranny-plan-to-enslave-humanityahead-of-depopulation/
Pharmacist Shocked To Discover Vaccine Inserts are Blank: ‘I Shouldn’t be Giving These Out’
https://www.newswars.com/pharmacist-shocked-to-discover-vaccine-inserts-are-blank-i-shouldntbe-giving-these-out/
65% of COVID Patients in England’s Hospitals Tested Positive AFTER Being Admitted For
Something Else https://www.newswars.com/65-of-covid-patients-in-englands-hospitals-testedpositive-after-being-admitted-for-something-else/
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WHO Head Admits Vaccines Being Used To Kill Children
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61c3accf5ba039303b9a7a07
Fauci, Gates, and Daszak Charged With Crimes Against Humanity In International Courts
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61c4bf002a575232aa6e61a9
World Awakens as Globalists Wield “Mild” Omicron Variant to Plunge Markets, Launch
Martial Law - https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61c11d7c9694512d52eb9140
Women Injured By Covid Vaccines Send Message To The CDC
https://blackpilled.newswatch?id=61b29f4aa25dbe13cf9ff13a
A Canadian Publication on Covid-19 problems: https://www.druthers.net
Boris Johnson: 90% of Patients in ICU Are Double-Vaxxed
https://100percentfedup.com/boris-johnson-90-of-patients-in-icu-are-double-vaxxed/
Surgeon, Dr. Lee Merritt on Why No Child Should Receive The Covid Shot
https://www.drpaulalexander.com/blogs/covid-19-video-archive/surgeon-dr-lee-Merritt-onwhy-no-child-should-receive-the-covid-shot
The real reason the Government wants you to get a COVID-19 Booster Jab every 3 months
is because the Vaccinated are developing a new form of AIDS C...
https://www.drpaulalexander.com/blogs/daily-covid-news
REPORT: Hydroxychloroquine Use for COVID in the U.S. - 11/3/2021
https://aapsonline.org/report-hydroxychloroquine-use-for-covid-in-the-u-s/
From reading the above, no medical association in any country should demand certain protocols to
be used by all doctors in their association, for often cases differ and the doctors on the cases should
know best, especially if there are no other doctors close by for second opinions. If deaths occur,
then let there be examinations to see what may have gone wrong.
Truth and Light Ministries, Inc., Raised by the Supreme One to earnestly contend for the faith
which was once delivered to the saints. (Jude 3d). 4 Second St. - Box 79, Ethelbert, MB R0L 0T0
Canada. truthandlight@mts.net http://truthandlightministries.org or http://tlm79.org .
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